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Abstract

A method for real-time processing of snapshot data obtained from a capillary electrophoresis instrument using
laser-induced fluorescence detection is described. The detector is based on a charge coupled device imaging 25 mm of the
capillary length. Output data from the camera consists of a series of snapshot images of the analyte bands moving across the
capillary window. The snapshot images are first pre-processed in order to obtain spatial profiles of fluorescence intensity.
Each profile from successive snapshot images is processed on-line using a neural network, allowing the real-time
measurement of separation parameters such as the velocity and width for each peak. This approach enables dynamic
information to be extracted during the separation and the reduction of storage requirements, since the profiles where there are
no peaks need not be recorded. The signal processing is based on profile approximation using a radial basis neural network
which provides accurate and sensitive peak determination for each camera snapshot. The high spatial resolution of the
system and accurate fluorescence profile approximation leads to good peak shape description and therefore to improved
deconvolution of overlapping peaks. Examples of real-time analysis of complex peak patterns in separations of sulfonated
aluminium phthalocyanines are given.  1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Charge coupled device detection; Signal processing; Detection, electrophoresis; Laser-induced fluorescence
detection; Neural networks; Aluminium phthalocyanine, sulfonated

1. Introduction ences in their charge-to-size ratios. In order to
increase sensitivity, the single point detector zone

Over the last five to 10 years, capillary electro- length has been increased in commercial instruments
phoresis (CE) has proved to be a rapid and versatile up to 800 mm, and a detector cell is available with a
separation technique for the analysis of water-soluble path length of 1 mm [3]. However, both methods
analytes [1,2]. It offers the benefits of high res- suffer from reduced spatial resolution. It is possible
olution, small sample volume, speed of analysis, to maintain the high sensitivity without sacrificing
automation and ease of method development. A free spatial resolution by utilising charge coupled device
solution CE separation is based on the different (CCD) detector technology [4]. The CCD devices
electrophoretic mobilities of species due to differ- offer the benefits of low dark current, high quantum

efficiency and good linear response with a high
*Corresponding author. dynamic range [5], which makes them very suitable
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for fluorescence detection [4,6–8]. Using this ar- time-delayed integration (TDI) and snapshot mode.
rangement, the separation process can be monitored The TDI mode is more sensitive [4,22], and produces
across a much wider capillary length (ranging from 1 much smaller output data files [21]. The system’s

211to 70 mm), as reported using laser-induced fluores- limit of detection (LOD) in this mode is 7?10 M
cence (LIF) detection [9–14]. for a 9-nl injection of Rhodamin 700. However, the

The aim of this paper is to show that the spatial additional information available using the snapshot
data can be processed in real-time, thus allowing the mode can be of value at the expense of reduced
on-line measurement of sample mobility, concen- sensitivity (|50-times higher LOD for Rhodamin
tration and peak width during an experimental run. 700). The true velocity of an analyte as it crosses the
The CE data processing is based on profile approxi- detection zone can be measured [4,21]. This gives an
mation using a radial basis neural network (RBNN). accurate measure of mobility which is free from
This type of neural network has been applied to a effects such as sample stacking and transient iso-
wide variety of problems such as image processing tachophoresis (ITP) conditions that can occur in the
[15], speech recognition [16], adaptive equalisation early stages of analysis [23]. The work presented
[17] and medical diagnosis [18]. The strength of the here concentrates on the methods for real-time
RBNN is that it uses a single internal layer of processing of the snapshot data so that the additional
locally-tuned radial basis functions and linear learn- information available in this mode can be obtained
ing rules that ensures very fast convergence, which is on-line. Furthermore, the data storage requirement
crucial in real-time applications [19,20]. problem [4,21,24] can be greatly reduced.

The output from the CCD in the snapshot mode is
a 16-bit resolution image which is pre-processed to

2. Capillary electrophoresis with CCD detectors obtain spatial profiles of fluorescence intensity. An
example of a fluorescence profile obtained in LIF

The CCD-based LIF system has been designed mode during the separation of Tinolux BBS is shown
[21] so that the beam from a 0.95 mW He–Ne laser in Fig. 1. Tinolux BBS is a mixture of n-sulfonated
is focused by crossed cylindrical lenses on to a aluminium phthalocyanine (AlPcS ). Sulfonated alu-n

capillary length of |25 mm. Fluorescence is col- minium phthalocyanines are water soluble fluores-
lected orthogonal to the incident beam by an As- cent dyes that absorb strongly at |675 nm and emit
trocam 4201-TE/A CCD camera system. The camera at |680 nm. The substitution of the ring with
is based on the EEV 05-20 CCD chip which has sulfonate groups results in a product mixture of the
77031152 pixels (each is 22.5 mm square) with the various isomers of the mono-, di-, tri- and tetrasulfo-
readout noise of 6 electrons /pixel rms at 160 kHz nated forms (AlPcS ) [25,26]. The chemical struc-1–4

readout rate. The dark current can be further reduced ture of AlPcS is shown in Fig. 1a, and Fig. 1b2

to 0.17 electrons /pixels / s by cooling the device to shows the time instance when AlPcS is in the3

|2408C and operating the CCD in a multi-phase detection zone. The snapshots are taken with expo-
pinned mode [21]. A bandpass interference filter sure time of 60 ms so that the peak broadening
(Omega 685DF10) with 10 nm passband centred at occurs for analyte velocities larger than 0.83 mm

21
l5685 nm is positioned between the lenses. s . The peak broadening effect can be reduced by

The photo-induced charge in adjacent photosites is decreasing the exposure time at the expense of
‘‘binned’’ prior to read-out in order to increase the reduced sensitivity, or binning more pixels at the
CCD frame rate [22], making an effective pixel expense of lower separation efficiency. However, our
dimension of 45 mm square. This binning, together studies have shown that peak broadening effects can
with a slight magnification in the optics, result in a be greatly reduced using inverse filtering techniques
limiting spatial resolution along the capillary length [27–29] so maintaining sensitivity and separation
of 50 mm. The pixel intensity values are digitised efficiency. These methods are based on image resto-
using a two-channel 16-bit A/D converter operating ration techniques when there are known degradation
at 160 kHz. It takes 1.2 s to read the whole frame. parameters (i.e., known distance of horizontal motion

The system can operate in two different modes, within the detection zone). Such peak broadening
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Fig. 1. (a) Disulfonated aluminium phthalocyanine (AlPcS ) structure. Tinolux BBS is a AlPcS mixture and (b) fluorescence profile of2 n

AlPcS contained in Tinolux BBS. Separation conditions: injection 5 nl, 10 mM Tinolux BBS, capillary, 550 mm (length from capillary3

injection end to the end of detection zone 370 mm)375 mm, buffer 20 mM 3-cyclohexylamino-1-propanesulfonic acid (CAPS), pH 10.5,
separation voltage 20 kV, LIF detection at 680 nm.

effects were not observable for the experiments 0; N is the total number of pixels across the capillary
described in this paper, and so are not considered. window.

The time t (t) can be calculated as (see Fig. 2b):i

il t3. Electropherogram construction using spatial d
]]]]]t (t) 5 for i 5 0, N 2 1 (2)f giprofiles l n 1 l N 2 1 2 is dc d

where l is the capillary length from injection end toUsing the spatial profiles (acquired with a frame c

the beginning of the detection zone; and l is thetime of t), a conventional electropherogram can be d

length of the detection zone.constructed as shown in Fig. 2a. The pixel at position
Fig. 2a shows how boundary pixels at the0 equates to a single point detector at the end of the

positions 0 and n21 are projected for different timedetection zone furthest from the capillary injection
instances (i.e., t , t 1t and t 12t) onto the elec-end (see Fig. 2b). Each pixel value, p (t), in the 0 0 0i

1tropherogram time axis. Pixels at positions p (t ),acquired profile is projected onto the electropherog- 0
1 1p (t 1t) and p (t 12t) should be projected onto theram time axis, t , by calculating the time, t (t), 0 0E i

same point of the electropherogram, where thenecessary for the analyte at pixel i to reach pixel 0
superscript 1 indicates the peak which appeared firstposition. Therefore, the time position on the elec-

2in the detection zone. Similarly, points p (t 1t) andtropherogram, t , for each pixel value at the position 0Ei
2p (t 12t) characterise the second peak. The elec-i can be calculated as: 0

tropherogram of Tinolux BBS constructed using thist 5 t 1 t (t) for i 5 0, N 2 1 (1)f gEi i method is shown in Fig. 3a. Fig. 3b shows the
where t is the experiment time (i.e., time instant electropherogram of the same separation constructed
when the snapshot was acquired); t (t) is the time using smoothed spatial profiles demonstrating thei

necessary for the analyte at the pixel i to reach pixel improvement in the electropherogram signal-to-noise
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Fig. 2. (a) Constructing an electropherogram using pixel 0 (pixel furthest from the injection end). The pixel value is projected to the
electropherogram time axis by calculating the time necessary for the analyte at that pixel to reach pixel 0. All pixel values are projected
using this methodology. (b) Position and dimensions of CCD detector with respect to the injection end.
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Fig. 3. (a) Electropherogram constructed using the pixel furthest from the capillary injection end. Separation conditions: injection 5 nl, 10
mM Tinolux BBS, capillary, 550 mm (length from capillary injection end to the end of detection zone 370 mm)375 mm, buffer 20 mM
CAPS, pH 10.5, separation voltage 20 kV, detection at 680 nm. (b) Electropherogram constructed using the processed snapshot data.

ratio (S /N). The smoothed profiles are obtained by which uses a variable set of non-linear functions to
approximating the raw data points using the RBNN represent the experimental profiles. Once the profile
described in later sections. is approximated, the peak parameters (amplitudes,

heights and standard deviations) can be identified
and subsequently, velocity and width for each peak

4. Dynamic processing of CE data calculated. Each of these procedures has been tested
on a wide variety of LIF data and typical results are

Constructing a conventional electropherogram presented in the following sections.
inevitably causes some loss of dynamic information
which is present in the successive profiles. In order 4.1. S /N ratio enhancement using profile
to use the full potential of the spatial data, it would averaging
be advantageous to process every successive profile,
so extracting all of the available information. This Fluorescence profiles contain superimposed un-
would allow the on-line calculation of mobility, correlated noise dominated by detector readout and
concentration and peak width. Furthermore, by con- electronic system noise with a negligible shot-noise
tinuous peak tracking, it should be possible to component. In contrast, absorbance profile signals
discriminate between analyte and artefacts peaks. with their very high background illumination are
The signal processing methodology for fluorescence shot-noise limited. The real benefit of using all the
profiles comprises the following steps: (i) S /N ratio available spatial data is that the S /N ratio can be
enhancement using profile averaging, (ii) profile greatly improved through averaging, as shown in
approximation, (iii) peak identification and (iv) Fig. 4, by integrating the signal as it passes through
velocity and peak width calculation. the capillary window. The signal at the time instance

The S /N ratio enhancement results from averaging t , y (t ), is obtained by adding the current snapshot0 a 0

the time-shifted successive profiles in order to de- y(t ) to the previously integrated signal y (t 2t),0 a 0

crease superimposed uncorrelated noise present in where t is the frame time between successive camera
the data. The method for real-time CE peak approxi- snapshots. Before these signals are added together,
mation is based on a supervised constructive RBNN all pixel values in y (t 2t) are shifted in thea 0
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Fig. 4. S /N ratio enhancement is achieved by snapshot averaging. Since the analyte velocity at all time instances is known, the signal is
integrated by shifting all of the pixel values in the previously integrated snapshot y (t 2t) and adding it to the current snapshot y(t ). Thisa 0 0

results in a new integrated signal y (t ) whose pixel values are shifted and added to the new snapshot y(t 1t).a 0 0

¯direction of analyte movement. For every pixel value The averaged (normalised) signal, y (t ), is calcu-a 0

at the position i, a shift value s (t 2t) is calculated lated using an index array N (t ) which maintains ai 0 i 0

using the CCD and capillary dimensions (see Fig. count of how many pixel values are integrated at a
2b): particular position i:

p (t )l i 0c ¯ ]]y (t ) 5 for i 5 0, N 2 1 (5)] f gn 2 1 2 i 1 n a 0 N (t )l i 0d
]]]]]s t 2 t 5 t pixels (3)f gs di 0 t 2 t0

Through averaging, the S /N ratio is increased by a
factor of œN (t). The maximum possible improve-Therefore, the integrated signal y (t ) is given by: ia 0
ment in S /N ratio within the detection zone is
inversely proportional to the analyte observed speedy (t ) 5 p (t ) 1 p t 2 t where k 5 i 2 s t 2 ts d s da 0 i 0 k 0 i 0
in the detection zone. Fig. 5 shows an example of

for i 5 0, N 2 1f g AlPcS in the detection zone with and without signal1

integration. For this example the analyte velocity isand k $ 0 (4)
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Fig. 5. (a) Snapshots of AlPcS without using signal averaging and (b) averaged snapshots of AlPcS . Separation conditions: injection 5 nl, 10 mM Tinolux BBS,1 1

capillary, 550 mm (length from capillary injection end to the end of detection zone 370 mm)375 mm, buffer 20 mM CAPS, pH 10.5, separation voltage 20 kV, LIF
detection at 680 nm.
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213.16 mm s and the camera frame rate is 0.83 Hz.
This enabled nine snapshots containing the fully
described peak to be acquired [i.e., N (t)59],512

resulting in a S /N ratio improvement of 3 and
therefore three-times lower LOD. Similarly, the S /N
ratio improvement for AlPcS in the far left hand4

region of the detection window with a lower analyte
21velocity (1.25 mm s ) gave an S /N ratio improve-

ment of œ15. The LOD for a 9-nl injection of
29Rhodamin 700 is reduced from 3.5?10 M to 1.0?

2910 M using this S /N ratio enhancement method.
The software signal integration offers useful S /N

ratio (and therefore LOD) improvements, but a loss
in separation efficiency occurs if the calculated shift
values, s , do not match the analyte velocity. Thisi

problem is also present in the TDI mode [4], since
the shift rate is determined using only the geometry
of the CE system (i.e., size of the observation zone,
length of the capillary and the experiment time). In
the snapshot mode, the peaks can be monitored as
they cross the observation zone, so that the true
velocity can be measured prior to the calculation of
shift values. This eliminates the problem of reduced
separation efficiency [4], but increases the computa- Fig. 6. Architecture of a typical radial basis neural network

(RBNN).tional effort, since the spatial profiles need to be
approximated twice.

where c represent the set of centres of thesel

functions and uu.uu denotes a norm that is usually4.2. Real-time neural networks for signal
taken to be the Euclidean distance. Several choicesapproximation
are possible for the basis functions including inverse
multiquadratics, splines and Gaussians. In the fol-The real-time fluorescence signal approximation is
lowing examples, simple Gaussian functions arecarried out using the RBNN architecture shown in
employed; namelyFig. 6. This type of neural architecture is known as a

multilayer feedforward network, where the network
21 2 (x 2 c)consists of an input layer of source nodes, one output ]]] ]]]w(x) 5 exp (7)S D]] 22Œ 2slayer and one or more hidden layers of neurons [30]. 2ps

In this case there is only one hidden layer of
2where s is the variance of the Gaussian distributionneurons, so the RBNN can be considered as a three-

and c is its centre. The principle of RBNN operationlayer feedforward network.
can be summarised as a complex non-linear mappingThe RBNN approximates a set of K input data
from the input pattern space to the output patternpoints d 5f(x ) by a weighted sum of L, usuallyk k

space in a two-step process. In the first step, thenon-linear, functions w termed radial-basis functions.
non-linear mapping from the input layer to theThis can be represented by the following equation
hidden layer is performed. This is followed by the[17]:
second step where the hidden layer is linearly
transformed to the output layer via a set of learntd ¯Ov w uux 2 c uu for k 5 1,....K and ls d h jk i k l

l weights v [30]. The calculation of the weights v isl l

based on the well known pseudoinverse method [30]:5 1,....L (6)h j
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21 known injection plug length and longitudinal diffu-v w w ... w K d1 11 12 1 1

sion coefficient. However, the latter requires some av w w ... w2K d2 21 22 2
. . . . . .5 (8) priori knowledge about the analyte. Further adjust-. . . . . .
. . . . . .3 4 3 4 3 4 ments of the radial basis variance are made accord-

v wL1 w ... w dl L2 LK K ing to the RBNN convergence performance and
related cost function [32]. Fig. 7a shows an examplewhere w 5 w uux 2 c uu .s dji i j of a RBNN function approximation performed dur-The crucial step in function approximation is the
ing the separation of Tinolux BBS at the instancechoice of the radial basis function centre values (c )l

2 when the AlPcS analyte was passing through the2and their variance (s ). Since the profile approxi-
detection zone. Using the supervised learning pro-mation and subsequent processing needs to be per-
cedure for kernel centre positioning, 12 radial basisformed in real-time, any non-linear optimisation
functions with s pixels are sufficient to approximateduring the RBNN training should be avoided. There-
the data with an error smaller than the amplitude offore, the variance of all the basis functions is set to
the superimposed system noise, h. The approxima-the same specified value, and this value is changed
tion error of the profile acquired at the instance t,only if required as discussed below [31]. The calcu-
e(t), is given by:lation of centre values is performed using a super-

vised learning rule allowing the radial basis functions
K1 ] ]]to be added in a constructive fashion [30,31]. This is

]e(t) 5 O N(t) ? uF(x ) 2 d(x )u 2 F(x ) (9)f gœ i i œ iKachieved using orthogonal regularised least squares i51

forward selection [30]. In this way, the radial basis
where F(x) is the response of the RBNN to a givenfunctions are placed in those positions of the input
input value x; and N (t) is the index array used forspace where potential peaks are present. The initial i

averaged signal normalisation (see Eq. (5)).radial basis function variance can be calculated using
]]

The term F(x ) takes into account the additionalthe kurtosis measure of a peak in the detection region œ i

[32]. An alternative method for setting the initial multiplicative shot noise when a peak is present. The
variance is to estimate the peak width using the noise amplitude, h, can be estimated from the

Fig. 7. (a) RBNN approximation of AlPcS using 12 basis functions positioned at centres marked by vertical lines. Arrowheads represent the2

pixel boundary lines (see text for details). The identified peaks are marked with numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4. (b) Change of the fitting error during
approximation procedure. Separation conditions: injection 5 nl, 10 mM Tinolux BBS, capillary, 550 mm (length from capillary injection end
to the end of detection zone 370 mm)375 mm, buffer 20 mM CAPS, pH 10.5, separation voltage 20 kV, LIF detection at 680 nm.
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profiles when no peaks are present. Fig. 7b shows the where p are the kernel positions; b and b arei left right

change in the approximation error during 12 training the left and right boundaries of peak p , respectively;i

epochs, where one epoch refers to the period needed and A is the amplitude of the peak.i

to calculate one kernel position using the full input An example of this approach is shown in Fig. 8b
data set. for the AlPcS profile, which has been approximated3

Once the data has been approximated, it is neces- by three Gaussian kernels. The calculation of stan-
sary to identify meaningful peak positions in these dard deviations is valid only if the peak has an
profiles. This is achieved by using the first and appropriate Gaussian shape. If the peak cannot be
second derivatives of the RBNN response in order to approximated by a Gaussian function and providing
locate local minima and maxima, and points of that experimental conditions suggest that there is no
maximum curvature in order to geometrically sepa- peak distortion (i.e., small sample concentration and
rate peaks. The peak boundary positions are marked known analyte properties), the detected peak may
with arrows in Fig. 7a; also shown are the four represent two or more unseparated components. This
identified peak positions. The peak standard devia- situation is shown in Fig. 9, where the highest peak
tions are calculated using the RBNN response be- is decomposed into two peaks by using a constrained
tween the boundary positions. Using non-linear minimisation procedure between the peak

boundary points and the previously identified peaks.
2x 2 pk i The minimum peak variance can be estimated from]]F(x ) 5 A exp 2 (10)S S D Dk i s the upper bound to the radius of any ion in solution

210(10 m) [21] and using the relationship for diffu-the estimated peak standard deviation, s , is calcu-a
sional variancelated by averaging values of the RBNN response

standard deviations between the two specified bound- 2
s 5 2Dt (12)

ary points, b and b :left right

where the diffusion coefficient D relates to the
b right hydrodynamic radius r asx 2 p1 k i

]]]] ]]]s 5 O (11)]]]a b 2 bs d Aright left k5b kTileft* *]]ln ]]D 5 (13)F(x ) 6phrœ k

Fig. 8. (a) On-line AlPcS peak tracing results showing peak position, standard deviation (STD) and amplitude (AMP) for the three main3

peaks. Dashed lines in the peak position and standard deviation graphs provide estimates for velocity and diffusion coefficients, respectively.
(b) Example of averaged snapshot profile with RBNN approximation and identified peaks. Separation conditions as in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 9. Significant peak detection in AlPcS LIF profile. Peaks numbered 1, 4 and 5 are detected using the same methodology as in Fig. 7.2

Since the highest peak is not symmetrical, it is decomposed into two peaks numbered 2 and 3. Separation conditions as in Fig. 8.

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T the tempera- mising the mean squared error for all available
ture and h the viscosity. observed peak positions, p (t). Namely,i

c c c c
]] ]] ]] ]]4.3. Mobility and diffusion coefficient calculation O N (t )O N (t )t p (t ) 2O N (t )t O N (t )p (t )p k p k k i k p k k p k i kœ i œ i œ i œ i

k51 k51 k51 k51
]]]]]]]]]]]]v̄ (t ) 5 c c cobs c 2

]] ]] ]]2In conventional single point illumination CE sys- O N (t )O N (t )t 2 O N (t )tS Dp k p k k p k kœ i œ i œ i
k51 k51 k51tems, the mobility calculation of a particular ion is

(14)based on only one peak position measurement. Using
a CCD detector, the mobility can be calculated by

This linear regression includes a chi-square merittracking peaks across the observed capillary region.
function which takes into account the different errorsSince the number of identified peaks in successive
for the measured peak positions due to signalsnapshots might not be the same (i.e., effect of noise,
averaging. Greater weight is given to peak positionsartefacts, etc.), it is necessary to track only valid
where N (t) is greater.peaks (i.e., peaks representing true analyte com- i

Fig. 8 show the results of the on-line peak tracingponents). Artefacts can be recognised using a ve-
of AlPcS during the separation of Tinolux BBS.locity histogram [33] and maximum allowed am- 3

Each peak is processed so that the peak position,plitude change constraint. The velocity histogram
peak amplitude and peak standard deviation (relatedmethod provides an effective way to discriminate
to the mobility, concentration and diffusion coeffi-between analytes and artefacts, since the artefacts
cient, respectively) are calculated for each frame.usually appear in only one or two consecutive
The slopes of the dashed lines in peak positionframes. Once the valid peaks are identified, their

21graphs give v 51.54 mm s for all three AlPcSvelocities and mobilities can be calculated. The obs 3

peaks. The velocities of AlPcS , AlPcS and AlPcSobserved velocity, v , for the ith peak at time t is 1 2 4obs c
21found using a linear regression fit through mini- at the end of the detection zone are 2.16 mm s ,
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21 211.77 mm s and 1.25 mm s , respectively. The time peak width measurements is presented in this
corresponding 95% confidence intervals for the four paper based on our previous work [21]. Eq. (12)

21 21AlPcS are 60.018 mm s , 60.014 mm s , shows how the variance changes with time due to2
21 21

60.012 mm s and 60.009 mm s , respectively. diffusion. In the absence of any other time-dependent
The consistency of observed velocity measure- variance contributions, it is possible to calculate the

ments is shown in Fig. 10. This test was performed diffusion coefficient for the ith peak, D , using thei

on a dilution series of AlPcS , first at a concentration following relationship, and the standard deviations,2

of 500 nM and followed by 160, 50, and 16 nM. The s (t), previously calculated from Eq. (11),a

velocity measurements at different concentrations are c c c c
]] ]] ]] ]]2 2marked with small circles with indicated 95% confi- O N (t )O N (t )t s (t ) 2O N (t )t O N (t )s (t )p k p k k ai k p k k p k ai kœ i œ i œ i œ i

k51 k51 k51 k51
]]]]]]]]]]]]]D 5dence intervals. As it can be seen, the velocity c c ci 2

]] ]] ]]22 ? O N (t )O N (t )t 2 O N (t )tmeasurements are in good agreement, taking into S S D Dp k p k k p k kœ i œ i œ i
k51 k51 k51

consideration the 30-fold concentration change. The
(15)21mean velocity is 1.773 mm s with the standard

21deviation of 0.003 mm s . The mean velocity where c is the number of measurements.
calculated from the electropherogram is 1.764 mm The slopes of the dashed lines in the standard

21 21s with the standard deviation of 0.017 mm s . deviation graphs in Fig. 8a relate to the diffusion
The reason for the much greater standard deviation coefficients D. The standard deviation of 30 pixels
in the velocity measurement using the electropherog- relates to the peak width at full-width half-maximum
ram is the approximately 1 s timing uncertainty after (FWHM) of 3.53 mm. However, the observation
the high voltage supply is switched. This is observed time for which the detected compounds were in the
as a slight shift of the peak in the electropherograms active capillary region is too small for a reliable
(see Fig. 10a). calculation of the diffusion coefficients. For example,

The measurement of diffusion coefficients using the expected diffusion coefficient of AlPcS of 3.5?2
210 2 21peak heights for selective determination of proteins 10 m s [21] would give a standard deviation

has been reported elsewhere [34]. A method for the change of only 12 pixels within the 15 s observation
determination of diffusion coefficients using real- time. Therefore, more reliable diffusion coefficient

Fig. 10. (a) Electropherograms of dilution series of AlPcS . There are four electropherograms for the concentrations of 16 nM, 50 nM, 1602

nM and 500 nM. Separation conditions: injection 2.5 nl AlPcS , capillary, 450 mm (length from capillary injection end to the end of2

detection zone 260 mm)375 mm, buffer 5 mM CAPS, pH 10.5, separation voltage 15 kV, detection at 680 nm. (b) Velocity of the peak
marked 1 calculated using the real-time profile processing showing the consistency of mobility measurements for different concentrations.

21 21 21 21Also shown is the 95% confidence interval for calculated velocities (60.010 mm s , 60.015 mm s , 60.018 mm s , 60.020 mm s ).
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measurements would require flow speed control, so from a CCD-based CE system has been presented.
that peak velocities can be adjusted to give a longer The real-time profile processing provides dynamic
observation time. Furthermore, since the S /N ratio information during the separation which allows rapid
enhancement would attenuate any change in the peak and automated measurement of peak velocities and
shape, the following procedure for diffusion coeffi- widths. The discrimination between analytes and
cient measurement is proposed. Once the desired artefacts is improved and storage requirements can
peak is detected, the flow is stopped so that the peak be greatly reduced, since the profiles where no peaks
is in the middle of the detection zone. The operating are present need not to be recorded. The real-time
mode of the camera is changed to the 431 binning processing method has been successfully tested for
(four pixels binning perpendicular to the capillary) sulfonated aluminium phthalocyanine and other sam-
with a longer exposure time (typically 10 s) [21]. ples. Currently, the method is being extended to
The longer exposure increases the S /N ratio without real-time analysis of multi-wavelength absorbance
sacrificing resolution because the analyte is no longer profiles.
moving. The peak widths are calculated from every
captured camera image and the diffusion coefficient
is determined using Eq. (15). The number of re- Acknowledgements
quired measurements can be determined on-line
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5. Real-time issues
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